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Equity is a concept that many may be familiar with; ensuring that funds, resources, time etc... are distributed to all that need them. However, to understand how to implement equity can be challenging, and even harder to examine and evaluate.

In the world of transportation as well as many other industries, there have been many attempts made to create criteria, systems, maps, or charts all with the same goal of understanding how to ensure that plans, programs, and funding are reaching the populations and groups that need it, in a word: equity. With these many different and separate systems, each attempt may address some of the needs for that plan, program, or project, but there has never been a holistic and standardized process that helps to unify all the fragments.

For the last three years, the Broward MPO has been working on a project to help address the need for a standardized method to examine and assess equity and ensure meaningful and thoughtful consideration and inclusion of underserved and underrepresented populations. This resource is the first of its kind and helps streamline what can be a confusing process. We have worked hard to create a resource that can help to make decisions easier through a data-driven process.

**WHAT IS AN EQUITY ASSESSMENT?**
Simply put, it is a process to identify areas of where populations protected by Federal non-discrimination authorities live, referred to as "equity areas." At the Broward MPO, we are using these equity areas to help evaluate plans, programs, and projects and to make informed decisions regarding equity in our communities. The goal of equity implementation is to create an approach that is fair, inclusive, and proactive during all phases of the planning process.

**WHAT DOES “EQUITY” MEAN?**
In this context, equity seeks to ensure that the benefits and impacts of plans, programs, and projects undertaken by the Broward MPO, its partner agencies (and anyone for that matter) are understood and that populations protected under Federal nondiscrimination laws and other authorities, including Title VI and Environmental Justice, are not disproportionately burdened during the planning process.
When evaluating transportation equity, it is generally best to consider various perspectives and impacts rather than data alone. The planning process should reflect each community’s concerns and priorities; therefore, public involvement is a critical component for any equity analysis.

**WHAT ARE EQUITY AREAS?**
A primary goal for the process was to develop a data-driven and objective methodology that provides a standardized way to identify where higher concentrations of persons protected under applicable Federal non-discrimination laws and authorities live in Broward County. This process produced the Transportation Planning Equity Areas, or Equity Area for short.

*How are equity areas determined?*
Equity areas are based on a composite “equity score” assigned to each Census Block Group in the county, which is based on the most recent U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS) data for seven demographic indicators.

More information on the methodology used to calculate the equity areas can be found on the Broward MPO’s website under the “Resources” tab at [Browardmpo.org](http://Browardmpo.org).

*What does the equity area map look like?*
The map below illustrates the output of the equity areas in terms of block groups with low, medium, high, and very high concentrations of populations based on the seven demographic indicators. It should be noted that the map and composite scores produced through this process are intended to serve as resources to enhance and streamline the planning process. The equity area map is not intended to holistically define population groups or replace public outreach and other analyses that should be completed during the planning process.
WHY IS THIS AN IMPORTANT RESOURCE?
The equity assessment process provides a ready-to-use methodology and dataset to identify equity areas in your community. Knowing where populations protected under Federal nondiscrimination laws live is critical to ensuring that equity is appropriately considered during the planning process. However, as noted, these equity areas should serve as one resource to make informed decision-making and must be coupled with specific knowledge about your community’s unique concerns and priorities.

How can equity areas be used?
Our goal is that this information can and will be used as a planning resource not only by Broward MPO staff but also its partner agencies, including Cities, Counties, transit agencies, community organizations and many others. This data-driven methodology is intended to save time and be a valuable resource by providing easily accessible data and maps. Primarily, we hope that the methodology and outputs help facilitate the consideration of equity in the planning process, either by providing a standardized way to identify equity areas or by providing easily accessible key data for federally protected population groups in Broward County.

If you are interested in learning more about the Transportation Planning Equity Assessment or would like to use this resource in your area, please contact Erica Lychak, Title VI, and DBE Coordinator at Lychake@browardmpo.org.